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HAMPTONS GREEN ALLIANCE HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON, NY

Turning Ashes Green

“If you didn’t know otherwise, you wouldn’t 

know that this is a green house.”

 Saundra Dubin, Homeowner

Project Team:
Architect of Record: Flynn+Stott Architects PC; Richard F. 
Stott, AIA, LEED AP 
Architect: Lee Architecture PC; Craig Lee
General Contractor: Telemark Inc; Frank Dalene
Smart Home Integration: Connected Hearth; 
John Thorsen Jr.
Insulation: Delfino Insulation Co. Inc; Robert Delfino
HVAC and Geothermal: Flanders, Heating & Air 
Conditioning; Doug Matz
Plumbing: Excelsior Plumbing; Ken Maher
Electrical: Bartick Electric; Steve Bartick
Panel and Thin Film PV Systems: SunStream-USA; 
John Tortorella
Ecological Landscape Management: Treewise; Roger Feit

LEED Provider: GWS Engineers
Green Rater: Energy Master Long Island; Rich Manning
Project Size: 4,500 SF 

BEYOND THE GLITZ - A CARING LOCAL COMMUNITY
Although a house fire can be potentially life-threatening, it not only consumes your possessions but your spirit 
as well. For the Dubin family of Southampton NY, this scenario became a reality when their family home was 
destroyed by fire in December of 2008. The Hamptons, on the East End of Long Island NY, is one of the most 
sought after summer destinations in the U.S. But beyond the beauty of the beaches, lavish celebrity events and 
star-studded addresses, the residents of Southampton underscore a caring local community, not only in the true 
spirit of neighbors, but in caring for the preservation of the east end environment and its inhabitants. When the 
community heard about the Dubin’s tragedy, they responded, and a group known as the Hamptons Green 
Alliance began to plan a rebuild that would become a champion project in building sustainably on Long Island. 

THE HAMPTONS GREEN ALLIANCE
The Hamptons Green Alliance (HGA) is an association of building and related-service professionals that is a 
not-for-profit organization focusing on public education and promoting green building and maintenance 
practices. The Dubin’s new home would soon become known as the HGA house, the benchmark in building 
green on the East End. The project team, led by local architect and friend of the Dubins Richard F. Stott, AIA, 
LEED AP noted “The mission of the HGA is to promote sustainable building through collaborative, integrated 
teamwork. The very first goal of the HGA was to find a local resident in need with a project that would benefit 
the owners and provide a model to learn and improve sustainable building practices. An unfortunate twist 
turned tragedy into triumph that benefited the entire community.” 

The initial design charette project team that included Telemark Inc., the founding company of HGA and 
General Contractor, along with six founding member trade contractors. “The planning and design phase of 
the HGA House project was quite extensive and we created an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) concept 
which included many more stakeholders than in a common building project”, noted Frank Dalene, president of 
Telemark, Inc.

TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY UNDERSCORE SUSTAINABILITY
Although the HGA House design captures the feel of a Canadian lodge, with its inherent grand spaces and 
custom woodwork overtones, the home’s envelope and operating systems are specified to be energy efficient, 
sustainably engineered, and above all, provide a healthy living environment. With a synergistic integration 
of systems and sub-systems, the home’s design starts with a super insulated building envelope using open 
cell foam for all outside walls and closed cell foam for the roof of the house that provides significantly 
higher R-values and a component that adds structural integrity to the home, also contributing to the home’s 
Energy Star rating. All exterior doors and windows qualify as locally made and maintain U-values of under 
0.30. Interior doors are certified Forest Stewarship Council (FSC). Heating and cooling are powered by a 
geothermal system while domestic hot water is created by the sun using an array of evacuated tubes. This 
system actually produces more hot water than needed for the household. The excess however, is not wasted. 
This additional hot water is diverted to pre-warm the ground water used to heat the home during the winter, 
increasing the output of the geothermal heating system. During the summer months, the excess hot water 
will be diverted to heat the pool. In addition, a rainwater harvesting system has been engineered whereby 
rainwater is captured from the roof and stored by in-ground cisterns for later use with irrigation needs.

ENERGY SAVED IS AS VALUABLE AS ENERGY CREATED
Sustainable energy production is often the focus when highlighting the benefits of energy efficient home 
design, yet saving energy is as equally important. The HGA house illustrates this balancing concept. The home 
provides substantial roof area which allowed the architect to use thin film photovoltaic technology applied to 
a metal roof, which produces approximately 6 kilowatts of power. To take full take advantage of the utility 
subsidies, the adjacent roof surfaces were fitted with conventional photovoltaic panels, allowing production of 
an additional 4 kilowatts of power.

The primary lighting is supplied exclusively by LED (Light Emitting Diode). LEDs reduce electric 
consumption 85% compared to incandescent lighting and are designed for minimal replacement. Since 
Lighting accounts for 20%-25% of a home’s total electric usage, by simply changing light bulbs to LED based 
lighting, total electric consumption of a home can be reduced by as much as 21.5%. 

This balance of producing and reducing energy consumption in tandem with computer-based smart home 
technology, allows precise usage and the correct alignment to provide comfortable and livable interior 
environments while being respectful of the natural environments.

Expansive ceilings along with natural light and LED 
technology, all contribute to reaching 70% energy 
reduction.

All woodwork, interior and exterior, used thoughout the 
home was created from recycled lumber.


